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tively of any explanation-the resulting attitude is likely to be
generalized distrust. The matter is that a series of mutual
accusations has been unleashed―together with abundant
literature (of a non-representative nature, whose purposes are
difficult to evaluate), most of it worthless―which indirectly
hampers a joint ideological pro-libertarian fight.
All racist dreams of world domination are enormously
risky, because a loyal army, which can only be a racist army,
is absolutely necessary in order to retain power. If power is
attained through intrigue, the intriguers will surely find that
they were used, rather than that they used others. Some Jews,
on their part, have accused Christians of overestimating the
communist danger, especially when Nazism surfaced. It is
true that the Church should not have kept silent in the face
of the Holocaust; but the accusations reached the extreme of
asserting that the Vatican had formed an alliance with Hitler.
And while Marxists accused Nazis of being pro-capitalist and
pro-imperialist, Nazis accused communists of working for
the interests of the Jewish great capital. In the face of such a
jumble, the only ones to benefit are the communists.
Of course, any conspiracy intent on ruining and subjecting
peoples must be combatted. But one must first ascertain it,
and then the basis for the struggle must be ideological, political
and specific, never racist, religious or generalizing. It is true
that the majority of the Jewish people possesses an attitude of
such great solidarity that a certain socialist tendency surfaces.
I consider that a manifestation of a capitalist mentality of
the left, with ancient cultural roots, since they clearly defend
individual rights on the other hand. Communism also clashes
with the principles of the Jewish faith―even attempting
to suppress it, as Marx declares unambiguously in On the
Jewish Question―in denying man the natural rights so clearly
defended in the Old Testament.9
The schism may be further bridged if strengths are joined
in the defense of the principle common to both religions, and
if men thus join for the purpose of neutralizing the challenge
posed by the enemy. The unification of Jews and Christians,
and even more, of all religious men in the world and of all men
of true faith, against communism, is imperative today.

from Brahman (Unmanifest Being), which fits broadly with the concept of
Creation. More to the point, every conception of God is anthropomorphic,
since everything man is capable of knowing carries his seal, only that here
concepts tend to be more bound to his subjectivity, more anthropomorphic in
that sense. This need not imply misrepresentation of the nature of reality, for
in addition to what has been stated elsewhere, in the context which concerns
us, the knowing beings and objects of knowledge would share in the highest
essence, and since knowledge might be, ultimately, self-awareness.
If we can at all come to know God, we must admit, within the framework
just cited, His similarity to us. Otherwise neither God nor His messengers
would have ever made clear that when we act from love or justice, we act
in accord with His nature and will. The a different degree, all Creation presents an isomorphism of sorts with the absolute. There is a contradiction of
elemental logic in denying the resemblance of man to God, and in accepting
(as Watts accepts) the pantheistic Oriental concept that I am God. Is Watts
saying that man is God, but does not resemble Him? On the other hand, if
the ceramic concept of Creation can be said to define Christianity, Hinduism
is not far behind. Let us remember that in Hindu mythology, the universe
arose from the mouth and the limbs of a sacrificial primeval man. In other
version, the unmanifested original being is portrayed as a man. Afraid of his
loneliness, this being splits his body in two, giving rise to a wife which assumes the form of a cow, which whom he copulates under the form of a bull
(Brhadaranyaka Upanishad 4: 1-4). “And why beholdest thou the mote that is
in thy brother’s eye...?”
The most serious accusation Watts makes is when, based on the JudeoChristian belief that nothing occurs if it is not the will of God, he states that
since there is evil, God must have created it in order to punish man. This is
a weak point of the theological dualism. But Watts defends Hindu beliefs by
defining pantheism as the feeling that every role in the drama of life is played
by the Supreme Lord. This, if we take the same biased stand, would lead to
something worse: God is not only the creator of evil, but its incarnation, since
He plays a role in every facet of life. Within an objective monistic perspective, this only implies that God expresses His inferior contents in the world
and as-world. But in the way that Watts conceives it, God actually seems to
be the generator of evil. Watts sees the Judeo-Christian God as a vengeful
one, punishing those who do not follow His commandments, and asserts that
Buddhism does not contain similar precepts. Yet, when man does not follow
the middle way, is he not condemned to an eternal cycle of reincarnation and
death? Of course, in Buddhism there is no condemnation in the sense of an
external punishment. But neither in the correct exegesis of Christ preaching,
which is that bad deeds turn things against us, even God, only as a consequence of our contradiction of Truth, not because any formal non-compliance
with an established set of rules. Christ merely uses’ his native cultural elements to show the consequences of transgressing the laws of nature. But this
subject must wait a future publication.
Watts also takes up such matters as the impossibility of liberation as
long as man persists in believing the illusion of his body. This is like saying that the effect-illumination in short-is real, but that the cause-at least
within certain parameters, the human body-is not, or that atman (our ultimate spiritual reality, God in ourselves) acts through an illusion to return to Brahman. If the world is necessary substrate for such a goal, it
seems rather farfetched to postulate that the reality of spiritual evolution
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will develop from the unreality of Manifestation. Believing that the human
body is real has not stood in the way of sainthood for many great Christian
mystics. Besides, let us remember that a radical (absolute idealist) illusory
concept of maya, is shared only by a few Hindu philosophers today, and that
Buddhism in its origins constituted a basically phenomenological doctrine.
The concept of maya may be valid in portraying the relationship between
phenomenon and noumenon, and man’s attachment to his inferior nature, or
in showing the transcendence of the separatedness of spatio-temporal realities in the absolute.
Rather than relying on institutional (Church) interpretations and tenets, extrapolating to a trans-cultural context the words of the great religious leaders is the best way of appreciating the perfection of such words,
and tends to avoid falling into Chauvinism, which is precisely the most dangerous assault on faith. The belief that only our own religion possesses the
ultimate truth, or that only our maximum spiritual leader is the highest
incarnation of the divinity or the only son of God, is of such nature that it
implies the inferiority of any religion or Avatar that may exist through the
whole universe, and that even extraterrestrial beings of high spiritual evolution would need to be converted into our own faith. In His historico-cultural framework, Christ had to preach that He was the only way to the Father.
Otherwise His words would have sounded empty and even detrimental for
the faith of unprepared audiences.
6
Russell, B., The Basic Writings of Bertrand Russell, An outline to intellectual rubbish p.79. Simon and Schuster, New York 1961. It is truly incredible
how superficially Russell delved into matters of this sort. Curiously, such an
argument has been cited in a similar form by some Communist philosophers
with other intentions, as G. Lukacs does in El asalto a la razón. Both criticize
the idea of a God subject, like men, to passions, when it is clear that ascribing wishes, complacence, anger and other emotions to God is simply a way of
conveying a theo-cosmological parallelism. Such criticism makes sense only
against a dualist theology, not when God is viewed from the monistic perspective, which should have been considered here. In such a case, the mentioned
parallelism expresses the essential unity of two of the existential planes of
Being, and helps us to open the door for identifying pantheism as conveying the objectivist notion of God. Being cannot be fragmented, but since its
multiple expressions are transcended in the absolute, we can refer to this as
God. The absolute itself remains as a motor force but without any spatiotemporal configuration, and man can only begin to grasp its expressions
with the aid of an expanded consciousness, or through incarnations of the
kind Supreme Personality or Logos. Thus, God desires nothing, not as a
person seprated from Being. Nothing moves Him, pleases or angers Him,
because everything is transcended in the eternal presence of Being. Divine
wishes, ire and satisfaction reflect the accord or discord of human behavior
with trans-absolute truth, a definitive existential state we can only grasp in
anthropomorphic terms. This state stands for the revealed and necessarythough impossible to represent- final transcendence of Being, which implies
the redressing of evil into a univocally good Essence.
Within the monistic theological context of the creator-creation relation- ship (which seems to me the most adequate for, among other reasons,
thus we avoid making God smaller than Being) the nature of the absolute
includes the occurrence of evil―even though historically man is the one to
introduce (moral) evil, the latter is present forever in an all-encompassing

